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chelseas bid for lukaku reportedly matched manchester uniteds initial offer but the inclusion of rooney apparently 
pushed uniteds offer over the top in a post match press conference following her first round victory over elise mertens 
at wimbledon venus williams was asked about the car crash she was involved in Terminal Bar: A Photographic Record 
of New York's Most Notorious Watering Hole: 

0 of 0 review helpful Great Book with lots of photos of vintage NYC in By Customer Great Book with lots of photos 
of vintage NYC in the 1970s I found this book after watching a Youtube video documentary both the bar under the 
same name Mr Nadelman captures the dark side of NYC I would give this book 6 stars if I were able to Bravo and 
well done 2 of 2 review helpful I love t In 1972 Shelly Nadelman began a ten year run bartending at one of New York 
City s most notorious dives the Terminal Bar located across the street from the Port Authority Bus Terminal near 
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Times Square For ten years right up until the bar closed for good in 1982 he shot thousands of black and white 
photographs mostly portraits of his customers mdash neighborhood regulars drag queens thrill seeking tourists pimps 
and prostitutes midtown office workers dropping b Terminal Bar deserves a place on the small shelf of the very best 
and most powerful New York City photo books ever It is a masterpiece A remarkable record of faces and lives and of 
a singular time and place that would otherwise have been lost to history Th 
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